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Today is Thursday 

March 26, 1992 

Dr. Bob Astheimer 

5954 Bent Willow Drive 

Alexandria VA 22310-1797 

Hello Dr. Astheimer! 

I nave tried to read through the collection of materials you 

mailed to me on March 18, and I want to deal with some of the 

points you've raised. I should tell you that I am writing 

this letter between radio talk-shows, and if it does sound a 

bit strained, please understand the cause. 

I had no choice regarding the quote from Bert Lee on the back 

cover of the paperback edition of my book, just as I had no 

say on the front cover artwork, or the inclusion of the soft- 

drink _controversy on the hardcover jacket flap. Each of these 

decisions had been made in advance of the publication by the 

publisher; I was not consulted. 

Your thought/ regarding my propensity for critic-bashing is 

certainly well-taken; you are, of course, entitled to your 

opinion. 

While my abilities in the investigative reporting field have 

certainly improved with age, I would submit that I was just as 

able to take notes from telephone conversations as a ten-year-old 

as I am now. I cannot account for the discrepancies in the eye- 

witness testimony I cite; I had hoped that the book would produce 

the impression that I was not relying on it too heavily. 

My reference to ("Rackley" was actually directed to Virgie Baker. 

I should have used her married name. 

I composed the index for the paperback edition, and I missed four 

or five entries. Dr Pepper" was one of them — and your criticism 

of my 'hastily composed sentence" in my last letter to you is well 

taken. Please try to understand, however, that I respond to five 

or six letters each day, and the process is somewhat tiring and 

hurried. Am I sounding like Harold Weisberg? 

I respect Jim Marrs' opinion with regard to my work, but I wonder 

why he didn t bother to issue a "'right on and long overdue" analysis 

of my book himself. I suppose he was too busy consorting with 

Oliver Stone. 

^ still cannot understand what impelled you to send Larry Howard 
- and nine others - a copy of your letter to me. I suppose I 

should call. David Belin and ask him if he would like a copy of 

this letter to you. 
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I would be happy to debate you - or any individual you designate 

- without mention of my book. The fact that I have "something 

to promote" does not, I hope, interfere with my desire to give 

Americans the ’other side' of the assassination controversy. 

Perhaps my natural conservatism blinds me, but it strikes me that, 

as a_research.chemist, you would be rather skeptical of someone 

who indulges in a "Thai stick" in the late evening and then makes 

pronouncements on the Kennedy assassination next morning. 

I congratulate you on your analysis of the Moorman photograph. I 

have, however, seen the original, and I Cannot be persuaded that 

it is a fit subject for any sort of legitimate analysis. 

I could care less about the people who praise me agreeing with my 

final solution' to the assassination. I daresay that few of them 

possess the degree of knowledge concerning the assassination as 

ihey do of me, therefore, what they believe about my conclusions 

is meaningless to me. For what it's worth, Vincent Bugliosi 

apparently agrees with me, and a book by Gerald Possner will 

be published by Random House in 1993, asserting that my solution 

is indeed the correct and valid reconstruction of the crime. 

It seems to me that the President's hand freezes in mid-wave 

at about frame 190, and that the slow upward movement of the 

hands begins about frame 206. 

You asked me what happened to the 'mangled bullet' - the first 

missed shot. I, of course, believe that this was the Tague 

shot (and that Tague was mistaken), which also impacted- on the 

south Elm Street curbway on it's way to the overpass. I do find 

difficult to visualize a fragment of the President's head 

shot escaping the limo and nosing down to impact on Main/Commerce. 

Perhaps this is a vestige of my meaningless "hours at the scene 

of the crime." 

I cannot understand why, if the shirt was cut from about the 

President's neck, there was no scalpel damage to the tissue 

itself. Haying examined the shirt in the Archives, I contend 

the slits do overlap, that one cannot make a determination 

from the direction of the fibers, and that you ignore the body 

position of the President at the time I believe he was struck, 

which would influence the shape of the slits. 

You and I both know that a change in body position would account 

for the^fact that the throat wound appeared both above and below 

the collar. One could hardly expect the President to arrive in 

the trauma room sitting up. 
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The word "hat" in describing what I saw in the Zapruder film 

should have been "suit", and I should have included "qlove" 

as well. 3 

Emmett Hudson appears as the middle of the three men visible 

m the Moorman photograph (sorry) and he is hot visible in 

the Willis slide. My thought is that Hudson was standing on 

rne steps, conversing with other onlookers, turned and walked 

back up to the pergola, then walked down in time to witness 

the head shot. 

I face three problems in reconstructing my first-shot-missed 

theory as you suggested. First, obviously, is the lack of 

funds. For what it’s worth, I lost my $70,000 per year job 

when the book came out, and I have yet to make $20,000 from 

the book itself. Right now. I'm trying to get creative with 

my mortgage company. 

Secondly, I am persona non grata at the Sixth Floor Exhibit, 

and I'm sure that the County and the Foundation Board would 

have great problems with my use of the window for the recon- 

struction you advanced. 

Finally, had I the money to precisely reconstruct the location 

and arrange for the reconstruction somewhere else, I would be 

castigated for not performing the event at the scene of the 

crime. 

It might interest you to know that Cyril Wecht and myself have 

long advocated — together — a similar sort of reconstruction 

(using cadavers) to prove or disprove the single-bullet theory. 

- 

I am not persuaded tnat Beverly Oliver is really who she says 

she is, and neither ^i^Dave Perry and several other researchers. 

I did give her the benifit of the doubt in my book. 

I cannot understand ffow Phil Willis could have taken slide five 

st frame 202, with his Argus halfway down his ch^'n. Betzner's 

j^hoto was taken six Zapruder frames — give or take a fraction — 

before Willis took slide five. 

I believe I have uncovered the truth about the assassination, 

your scientific method* wishful thinking notwithstanding. 

Incidentally, I hope that Chuck Williams at SMI answers your 

letter, particularly since it takes him two weeks to return 

a phone call to me, and I worked for the guy for nine years. 

In your June letter, you stated "...it's only fair for me to 

also copy some of the authors you belittled..." and while I 

cannot pass judgment on your standards of fairness, your state- 

ment does beg a question. Robert Groden, Jim Marrs, Josiah 

Thompson, and others have also written books which, in your 
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opinion, may be flawed as well. Have you written them similar 

letters? - 

Secondly, Groden is supposedly writing a sequal to his second 

volume of unvarnished truth, tentatively titled "High Treason 2." 

I assume that he will lambast me in this new book in retribution 

for my treatment of him. That being the case, and assuming that 

you spend time, effort, and money to correspond with Groden con- 

cerning the failings of his forthcoming literary triumph, would 

you bother, consider, or think of sending a copy of that missive 

to me? 

I believe that you are operating from a double-standard of 

sorts, and I invite you to prove me wrong. 

Finally, I might suggest that you have, in your rush to prove 

my work meaningless, overlooked one important fact - r am a human 

being. Being such, I am prone to err. Perhaps you believe 

yourself. Dr. Astheimer, the embodiment of perfection. If 

that is indeed the case, I must question why you haven't written 

a book of your own, and have only settled for finding fault with 

"the honestly-gained conclusions of others. Are we all just 

less intelligent than you? 

Iwith all best wishes. 

lim Moor 


